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Abstract: This paper reviews the most recent and relevant research into the variability characteristics
of wind and solar power resources in Europe. The background for this study is that wind and
solar resources will probably constitute major components of the future European power system.
Such resources are variable, and EU plans to balance the variability with more grids and demand
response. Thus, planning for the future power system requires an in-depth understanding of the
variability. Resource variability is a multi-faceted concept best described using a range of distinct
characteristics, and this review is structured on the basis of seven of these: Distribution Long-Term
(hours to years), Distribution Short-Term (less than one hour), Step Changes, Autocorrelation, Spatial
Correlation, Cross Correlation and Predictable Patterns. The review presents simulations and
empirical results related to resource variability for each of these characteristics. Results to date
reveal that the variability characteristics of the future power system is limited understood. This study
recommends the development of a scheme for greater systematic assessment of variability. Such a
scheme will contribute to the understanding of the impacts of variability and will make it possible to
compare alternative power production portfolios and impacts of grid expansions, demand response
and storage technologies.

Keywords: variable renewable energy; wind power production; solar power production; the future
power production in Europe

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

The need to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is widely accepted, and a transformation of
the energy system will represent an important contribution towards these reductions. The European
Union (EU) has specified a target of a 40% cut in GHG emissions compared to 1990 levels and
has agreed that renewable energy sources (RES) should constitute a minimum 27% share of energy
consumption by 2030. Furthermore, the EU has stipulated a long-term goal to reduce GHG emissions
by 80%–95% compared to 1990 levels by 2050 [1]. The Energy Roadmap 2050 explores the different
ways in which a transition of the energy system might take place in order to achieve the GHG reduction
target. Low emission scenarios in the Roadmap show that electricity will constitute a much larger
share of the energy system than at present. The relative share of the electricity in the energy system
may be almost doubled in 2050 compared to 2011. The share of RES in electricity consumption must
rise substantially in all scenarios, achieving 64% in a High Energy Efficiency scenario and 97% in a
High Renewables scenario. In the High Renewables scenario, wind power provides more electricity
than any other technology. The Roadmap also indicates that solar power will be an important resource
in the future low-carbon power system. The expansion of variable renewable electricity is already
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progressing rapidly, with worldwide annual growth rates for wind and solar PV of 21% and 55%,
respectively, from end-2008 to 2013. In 2013, Denmark, Germany and Spain had renewable electricity
generation shares of 56%, 25% and 42% respectively, with more than half of this share being from wind
and solar energy in each country [2].

The European Council of October 2014 called for all EU Member States to achieve interconnections
of at least 10% of their installed electricity production capacity by 2020. This means that each Member
State should have in place cables that allow at least 10% of nationally produced electricity to be
exported to its neighbouring countries. One of the reasons for the requirement is that electricity grids
better can manage increasing level of renewables, particularly variable renewables like wind and solar.
The EU is looking into raising the target to 15% by 2030. However, higher targets may be case specific
depending among other on the geographical position of a country and its energy mix, for example
the weight of renewables in it [3]. The EU Commission also consider demand side flexibility as an
important contribution to smooth out future variable production from RES [4].

In Northern Europe in general and for Germany in particular the hydropower system in
Scandinavia is considered as an opportunity for balancing variable renewable production. This is
among other described by the Germany Advisory Council on Environment in their study “Pathways
to 100% renewable electricity system” [5]. Norway and Sweden have approximately 116 TWh in
hydro storage installations, and the hydropower reservoirs in Norway constitutes about half of
the total reservoir capacity in Europe [6]. In periods with surplus in the production in Germany
(or Northern Europe), the hydropower production in Scandinavia can be quickly regulated down and
the consumption partly supplied by imports from Continental Europe. In periods with deficits in wind
and solar power production in Germany and neighbouring countries, the hydro power production in
Scandinavia can easily be increased to meet the demand in the deficit areas.

1.2. The Scope of this Paper

As mentioned above, a major challenge linked to RES is the variability of the most promising
resources. Weather conditions determine the output from variable renewable resources, i.e., the
production cannot be adjusted in the same way as of dis-patchable power plants. Variable RES
generation does not perfectly follow the load, so integration costs occur when accommodating variables
RES in a power system [7]. Variable generation sources include solar, wind, ocean and some run-of-river
hydro technologies.

Variability cannot be expressed using a single measurable parameter. It is a multi-faceted concept
best described by a range of distinct properties [8]. Thus, variability has different characteristics and
these characteristics may vary according to the time scale over which they are measured. It is important
to understand these variability characteristics in order to optimally design and operate the future
power system.

The difference between the power load and the variable RES production is often called the net
load. Since the production and the load in a power system have to always be balanced, the net load
has to be supplied by dis-patchable production or from some kind of storage. Power production
from wind and solar resources have very low marginal costs, and increasing shares of wind and
solar production results in periods with low and even negative prices. This will result in reduced
profitability for conventional dis-patchable technologies like gas turbines, coal and nuclear plants.
In the longer run high fixed cost technologies may leave the market and there will be less capacity left
for balancing the net load [9]. The literature describes different options for balancing power production
from variable RES, mainly large scale energy storage, expansion of interconnection capacity, demand
response, flexible power plants, market integration and system operation closer to real time [10,11].
In order to be able to evaluate a cost-efficient combination of these options, the aim of this paper is to
establish a state-of-the-art overview of the knowledge about the variability characteristics of renewable
resources for the European region in a long term perspective.
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Many papers have been published on the variability of RES production in relation to net load.
It is likely that the load profile will change in the future, on the one hand due to reduced energy
consumption resulting from e.g., zero-energy homes and, on the other, the charging of electric vehicles
(EVs), etc. that will increase consumption. Studies of future net load should be based on the anticipated
future load profile or scenarios for different possible future load profiles. In this review, we primarily
focus on resource variability in order to limit the scope of the paper. Knowledge about the future load
profile should be a topic for a separate review.

There are also papers about costs for integration of renewables, e.g., [7,12,13] has shorter
time-perspective than our study and quantify costs by use of present power market prices and
conventional thermal production. However, according to [12] “ . . . there are a number of integration
options that can effectively reduce integration costs . . . Most integration options are costly and it
is unclear to which extend these options are economically efficient. Deriving an efficient mix of
integration options requires carefully analysis of power system considering the complex integration of
variable renewables, other generation technologies and integration options...”. The paper mentions
cross-border transmission, demand flexibility and different types of storage as important integration
options. It also mentions the impact of geographical correlation of variable RES for connections of
regions. We do not focus on costs in this study, but aim instead to contribute to increased understanding
of the variability characteristics of wind and solar resources in Europe in a long term perspective.
Based on the knowledge of the variable characteristics, the contribution of and costs for alternative
integration options can be studied in a next step beyond this paper. By review of available scientific
literature, we aim to find out what is the knowledge of the variability of future wind and solar power
production in Europe along two dimensions:

‚ How localisation, share and mix of wind and solar power production can contribute to smooth
the output (impact of geographical correlation). The aggregated power production from several
variable resources may be smoother than the output from each of the resources. e.g., according
to [14], the challenges of integrating variable generation into power systems to a large extent
depend on the penetration level, the mix of wind and solar and the regional circumstances.
Given EU’s ambition for increases of wind and solar power production and for increased
integration of the power system, we review in this paper what is the knowledge of how different
penetration levels of wind and solar power production, the mixes of the resources and the
localisation of the resources can smooth out variability.

‚ How the aggregated wind and solar power production will vary in different time perspectives
in order to be able to study how the variability can be balanced by measures with different
properties. According to among other [11], there are large uncertainties related to how much
demand response which will be available in a future power system. There is probably more
flexibility available in the short time perspective than in a longer perspective. The paper studies
the impacts of five options for integration of variable RES at minimum cost in Western-Europe
in 2050 and assumes certain quantities of flexibility in demand. Instead of assuming specific
quantities of demand, it is possible to turn the perspective the other way around. Based on
knowledge of variability from wind and solar power production it is possible to study the
impacts on the power system dis-patch and costs if demand flexibility contributes with different
level of responses in different time perspectives. Furthermore, different types of storage have
different properties. Thus, it is important to understand how an aggregated wind and solar
power production in Europe varies in different time perspectives to be able to assess which type
of storage can balance which part of the variability. E.g., according to [15] there are presently
three alternatives for long term storage in the power system: pumped-storage-hydro power or
hydropower reservoirs, compressed-air-energy-storage (CAES) and chemical hydrogen storage.
Furthermore, as mentioned above conventional dis-patchable technologies with high fixed costs
may leave the market in the long run. Both CAES and hydrogen have high up-front costs and
also other disadvantages [15] in its present form while the hydropower system in Scandinavia
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can already to some degree be used for balancing variable production if the interconnectors are
increased [6]. Thus, it is of particular interest to understand how often long lasting periods with
low production from wind and solar resources will occur.

Our focus on the variability of wind and solar production is also motivated by the IEA ECES26
report (International Energy Agency, Electric Energy Storage) [16]. This report includes a survey of
16 relevant studies with respect to assessment of storage demand for Germany and Europe. It concludes
that robust results about future need for specific technologies cannot be derived from the studies,
due to their different assumptions about the future. As an alternative, assessing the overall need for
balancing is promising. Therefore, sound derivations of need for balancing measures require, locally
based assessment while estimates of the need of specific storage options according to the report seem
to be almost meaningless. The “need for balancing” in [16] is the variable production from wind
and solar resources minus the load, i.e., the net load. Except that we have chosen not to include load
at this stage, our approach is in accordance with the recommendations from the IEA expert group.
The review in this article focuses on Europe because of the specific EU-stipulated RES contribution
targets and also because of EUs ambitions and plans for solution of the variability challenge. Given the
EU target of increased integration of the power system, the review employs a wide range perspective.
In case of characteristics for which only limited results are available, single sites results are considered.
Results from other regions are included when only limited EU results are available.

According to the EU Energy Roadmap 2050, wind and solar resources will make considerably
greater contributions to the future power system than other renewable resources, including tidal power.
For example, in the High RES scenario, wind power will constitute 44% of installed power capacity in
2050, solar 27%, and other variable renewables only 1.4%. Based on the EU Road Map scenarios, we
will limit our study to the variability of wind and solar resources.

In summary, the overall storyline for this review is an integrated European power system in a
long term perspective (2050), with very high shares of variable wind and solar power production and
which aims to use interconnectors, demand response and storage as much as possible to balance the
variability. What is the knowledge of the variability in such a power system?

1.3. Methodology/Structure of Report

We started the review with identification of variable characteristics. The identification was based
on findings in the scientific literature. The characteristics are described in Section 2. In this Section,
the choice of structure is compared with the few other structures of RES variability characteristics
we found in scientific papers. In the next step, scientific papers were studied in order to identify the
knowledge front for each characteristic in Europe. We studied the knowledge front for both onshore
and offshore wind, for solar resources and for wind and solar resources in combination. Even though
we focused on the variability of the natural resources, we included papers about e.g., net load if
those papers provided relevant results for our scope. We focused on scientific papers from the most
recent years. However, if few results were published the recent years, we also tried to include older
results. Section 3 describes the findings for Europe for each of the characteristics. Section 3.1 describes
analytical studies that are referred to repeatedly in this paper. Section 3.9 provides a structured
summary of the variability characteristics and their respective research fronts. In Section 4 we describe
how the variability characteristics relate to the power system. Section 5 discusses the findings and
identifies the research gap.

2. Variability Characteristics

In this section, different variability characteristics are identified based on the articles reviewed.
A large number of scientific articles have been published addressing the variability of renewable
resources. However, we found a limited literature that presents a structured overview of various
variability characteristics and their respective research fronts. We chose to structure the review
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according to the following variability characteristics: Distribution Long Term, Distribution Short Term,
Step Changes, Autocorrelation, Spatial-correlation, Cross-correlation and Predictable Pattern.

Some variability characteristics are identified based on a paper analyzing solar, wind and tidal
resources by focusing on a small geographical region in the UK [8]. Distribution is one of several
variability characteristics. It can be defined as discrete power outputs recorded during stipulated time
periods, and assessed over a longer period of time. For the purposes of this review, we have chosen
to split “Distribution” into two categories; Short-Term (minutes, less than one hour) and Long-Term
(one hour or more). There are several reasons for this subdivision:

‚ Several power markets operate with an hourly resolution (Day-ahead Market).
‚ Often, a variety of technologies will be used for balancing short-term (e.g., batteries) and

longer-term variations (e.g., thermal plants with start-up costs).
‚ Databases (at least in the case of wind resources) often have a resolution of one or several hours

(e.g., see examples in [17]).

Several of the papers reviewed refer to ‘Step Changes’ as a variability characteristic. Step changes
are changes in resource availability that occur over short time steps ranging from minutes to a few
hours, and is the third characteristic that we review in this study. Another variable characteristic is
Autocorrelation [8]. Autocorrelation can be defined as the “existence of statistical dependence among
successive values of the same variable”, and this is the fourth characteristic we discuss. The correlation
of wind speed records between spatially distributed sites, and the corresponding correlation of solar
radiation records for distributed sites have been, and still are, the focus of many research projects.
For this reason, we identify Spatial Correlation as one of the variability characteristics. Wind and
solar resources may exhibit different diurnal and seasonal patterns. However, they also complement
each other to some degree. In studies of future power systems in which renewables make major
contributions, it is useful to study the characteristic called Cross Correlation. Wind, solar and tidal
resources also exhibit predictable patterns [8]. We have chosen to identify the annual and diurnal
Predictable Patterns of renewables as a distinctive variability characteristic. Pattern prediction for
wind and solar resources is a complex process, and forecasting is a topic addressed in many scientific
papers. Unpredictability could also have been considered as a variability characteristic, but is not
included in this review in order to limit scope of the study.

A recent study about variability of wind and solar power production in the present European
power system includes the several of the same characteristics as discussed in this paper [18]. The paper
do not used the same names of the characteristics as in this paper, but the content is mainly the
same. The paper has some additional characteristics related to the demand, e.g., surplus in net
load. Surplus in net load is an important aspect of a system with high shares of variable renewable
production. It should be added in further extensions of this work with future load profiles included.

There are studies which categorize variability properties of RES related to the power system costs
the property causes, e.g., [14]. In this study variable production is split in uncertain, location-specific
and temporal variability. Uncertain includes the limited predictability of inherent natural variations
of wind speed or solar irradiation. This property is the same as our Unpredictability characteristic.
Location-specific is costs which occur because the primary energy carrier of wind and power cannot
be transported like fossil or nuclear fuels. The location specific property is related to our Spatial
Correlation characteristic. However, the perspectives are very different: e.g., [14] discusses the location
specific costs while our study discusses how spatial (non) correlation can be used to smooth out
variability (in the Conclusion section). Finally, according to [14] temporal variability has two impacts.
The first one is increased ramping and cycling, and the second one is temporal matching of variable
RES supply profiles with demand. Ramping and cycling is correspondent to our characteristic Step
Changes. Again, the perspectives of our study and [14] is very different: [14] seems to have focus more
on the present system than our study and assumes that demand is fairly price-inelastic while our study
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focuses on establish knowledge to be able to assess which parts of the variability can be balanced by
demand flexibility.

Each of the characteristics is discussed in detail in the following sections. For each of the seven
characteristics we provide a general description and a description of the knowledge front for onshore
and offshore wind and solar power production for Europe.

3. Knowledge Front for Wind and Solar Variability per Characteristic

3.1. Relevant Simulation Studies

The following provides a description of simulation studies that will be referred to several times in
the subsequent discussions.

3.1.1. A Simulation of Large-Scale Wind Power Production Based on Reanalysis Data

This is unpublished work that we include in this review to illustrate some of the variability
characteristics. A method developed as part of the EU-funded project TradeWind was used to
calculate wind data series [19,20]. Hourly time series for wind speed and power production have
been developed covering a 64-year period from 1950 to 2013. The wind speed time series are
based on NCEP (U.S. National Centre for Environmental Prediction) Reanalysis data taken from
the website of the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD in Boulder, Colorado, USA [21]. The reanalysis dataset
has a temporal resolution of 6 h and a spatial resolution of 2.5 degrees in both latitude and longitude.
A two-dimensional linear interpolation of neighbouring reanalysis points is applied to obtain wind
speeds at the selected locations (nodes). A linear interpolation of the 6-hourly values is used to generate
hourly values. Wind speeds are adjusted using country-specific factors. Since wind speed values are
averaged and smoothed out, and because the wind energy output data represents that from many
wind turbines, a regional power curve is used for the computation [19]. Several of the illustrations in
this paper are based on the geographical locations set out in Table 1.

Table 1. Nodes used in the illustrations of wind variability characteristics.

Name of Node Latitude Longitude Adj. Factor

Sweden01 (north) 66.0 20.0 1.12
Sweden04 (south) 56.5 15.0 1.12

Scotland 56.6 ´4.0 0.91

3.1.2. A Simulation of Wind Power Production in Europe in 2030 [22]

This study includes simulations of different aspects of wind variability in Europe, as projected
for 2030. The German Meteorological Office supplied a wind speed data set with hourly resolution
for the years 2010 and 2011. The COSMO EU model covers all of Europe and has a point-to-point
distance of 7 km [23]. The installed wind power capacities range from the “high scenario” obtained
from the TradeWind project [24]. Table 2 shows the assumed installed onshore and offshore capacities
for selected countries and for Europe as a whole in 2030 compared to 2010.

Table 2. Wind power installation scenarios [22].

(GW) 2010 2030

Country Onshore Offshore Onshore Offshore

Germany 25.3 0.1 33.9 24.1
The Netherlands 2.6 0.2 3.9 12.8
United Kingdom 9.7 1.3 33.5 26.2

Europe 88.8 2.4 292.6 104.4
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The offshore data sets used here are based on the assumptions set out in the “Global Offshore
Wind Farms Database” provided by 4C Offshore [25]. The data sets assume the existence of about
320 offshore wind farms in 2030 (see Figure 1). Data for European onshore wind farms, with the
exception of Germany, are based on reference [26]. Data for Germany are derived from all registered
wind power facilities connected to the grid [27,28].

Each wind power facility is simulated separately—firstly to avoid the scaling errors that always
occur when scaling up single wind farm data as representative of the installed capacity of an entire
area, and secondly, to incorporate the effects of geographical smoothing. The simulations incorporate
surface roughness length, topography, the turbine characteristics for onshore and offshore facilities,
and anticipated future wind power curves.Energies 2016, 9, 449 7 of 30 
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Figure 1. Left: wind farms in the North and Baltic Seas in 2030 (colour code—installed capacity (MW):
blue <10, green 10–80, cyan 80–200, magenta 200–800, red >800). Right: locations of European onshore
wind installations [22]. Reproduced with permission from T. Aigner.

3.1.3. The Impact of Future Offshore Wind Farms on Wind Power Generation in the UK [29]

This study incorporates two cases from the UK: (1) the “current” wind farm distribution involving
approximately 10.2 GW installed capacity spread across 317 wind farms; and (2) a “future” distribution
scenario involving approximately 50 GW capacity distributed across 515 installations. Offshore wind
makes a significant contribution to capacity in scenario 2 (75% of total wind capacity), compared
with 35% in the current scenario (1). Much of the new offshore capacity is located in wind farm
clusters located in the North Sea. This study employs a 34-year reanalysis dataset (MERRA from
NASA-GMAO) to produce a synthetic hourly time series of UK-aggregated wind generation.

3.1.4. Using Reanalysis Data to Quantify Extreme Wind Power Generation Statistics [30]

This case study is based on UK-aggregated power generation from 188 wind farms. Hourly wind
data for the period 1980–2011 is based on reanalysis data (MERRA from NASA-GMAO). The resulting
generation estimates exhibited high levels of correlation with recorded data from the UK National Grid,
both for instantaneous hourly values and the for time intervals greater than about 6 h. Extreme wind
power generation was also studied.

3.1.5. Experience from Power Generation from 100 Grid-Connected Photovoltaic (PV) Systems
Distributed across Germany [31]

This study used data from 1995 derived from 100 monitored PV systems with a time resolution
of 5 min. The installed power of this ensemble is 243 kW. The distribution of sites covers an area of
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600 km by 750 km. The PV systems comprise standard grid-connected rooftop systems ranging in size
from 1 to 5 kW.

3.1.6. Integration of Wind and Solar Power in Europe [32]

A model is developed incorporating onshore wind and solar (PV) power production for the
period 2001–2011 across 27 countries in Europe. The time series are based on NASA-derived reanalysis
data and consist of hourly values of wind speed and solar irradiance recorded at a spatial resolution
of 0.5˝E/W and 0.66˝N/S. The weather data were converted into wind and PV power production
time series for each spatial grid cell, and subsequently aggregated to form regional or country-specific
datasets. The model assumed that the combined solar and wind sources contributed with 50% of the
energy supplied to the total power system. Analyses were also carried out for the PV contribution
in the following wind/PV mixes: 0%, 20%, 40% and 60%. The load profile for each country was
also included. The study assumed the same relative contributions from wind and PV generation in
each country.

3.1.7. Seasonal Optimal Mix, and Balancing and Storage Needs in a Future Europe
(“High Renewables” Scenario) [33,34]

This study modelled a future European power system based entirely on a mix of varying
contributions from wind and solar generation. Hourly wind data for the period 2000–2007 was derived
from WEPROG (Weather & Wind Energy Prognosis) and was scaled down to a spatial resolution of
47 ˆ 48 km2. Solar radiation data were computed directly based on net short wave radiation at the
surface, total cloud cover, and a standard cloud and surface albedo. National 2020 targets served as
guides for a rough distribution of wind and PV capacities.

3.1.8. Simulation of Wind and Solar Power Generation in Sweden [35]

Several aspects of wind and solar generation variability were analysed in a study based on a
scenario from Sweden. Annual power consumption in Sweden is currently about 140–150 TWh and
different combinations of 10 TWh/year of wind and solar production were integrated into the system.
The study used hourly time series of wind and solar data recorded over an 8-year period, obtained
from the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute.

3.1.9. An Assessment of the Current Variability of Wind and Solar Power Production in EU [18]

In this recent publication, several aspects about variability of wind and solar power production in
EU is studied. The study provides knowledge about variability in wind and solar power production
per country for all countries in EU with a significant wind or solar power production. In addition,
analysis results about variability at aggregated EU level is included. A main part of the results has an
hourly resolution, but some are also at 15 min level.

Another publication that we refer to several times in this study is reference [17]. This constitutes
a review of variability assessments and forecasting linked to solar, wind, wave and tidal resources.
The aim of the paper is to summarise the state of knowledge for each resource, and to compare the
approaches used for the respective resources.

Until recently, only very few studies had been published that modelled significant levels of
contributions from wind and solar production in Europe. This is also confirmed in reference [32].
In recent years several large-scale studies have been published [36–40], all of which employ the same
data model as described in reference [33], above. We failed to find any verification of the data model
used in these studies. Furthermore, they are all based on the same assumptions for upscaling of wind
and solar power production capacities. They all focus on exploring solutions to the variability issue
rather than variability as such. The solutions analysed include increases in transmission capacities,
storage, and generation over-capacities.
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3.2. Distribution Long-Term

Both wind and solar resources exhibit a distribution measured over different time steps.
Distribution can be quantified over stipulated time periods as discrete power outputs assessed over a
longer period of time. There are several measures of distribution such as ‘position’ (mean value or
median) or ‘spread’ (standard deviation, maximum and minimum values, 25th and 75th percentiles,
5th and 95th percentiles, etc.). ‘Capacity factor’ (CF) is another parameter used in connection with
distribution, for example:

CF “ Eannual{pPratedˆ 8760q (1)

where Eannual represents the total energy generated over a year, and Prated is the maximum designed
power output. Other time periods may also be used [8]. The term ‘full load hours’ is defined as
annual production divided by the nominal capacity. While the parameters position and spread can be
derived directly from the energy resource, the capacity factor and full load hour parameters require a
mechanism to convert resource terms into produced power terms.

Figure 2 provides an illustration of the variability characteristic Distribution Long-Term.
The variability of wind power production in Scotland is shown on the left, and in northern Sweden
on the right. The figures show average hourly production over the year for a period of 64 years
(‘Average Hour All Year’), average production for all hours in all years (‘Average All Values’), average
production for all hours during the year with the total lowest production (‘Average Lowest Year’),
average production in the year with the total highest production (‘Average Highest Production’) and
finally, the lowest production (‘Absolute Min Value’) and the highest production (Absolute Max Value)
in one hour for all hours in the dataset.
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Figure 2. Illustration of Distribution Long-Term for Scotland and northern Sweden (described in
Section 3.1.1).

3.2.1. Wind

For most onshore wind power generation sites, the yearly CF varies between 20% and 40%.
Full load hours vary between 1800 and 3500 per year. Offshore locations, and some extreme case
sites onshore, my achieve up to between 4000 and 5000 full load hours per year [41]. A published
overview of wind energy data concluded that the variation in mean power output from one 20-year
period to the next exhibits a standard deviation of 10% or less. Simulations of offshore wind power
production for countries bordering the North Sea, based on six years of reanalysis data, generated a
CF of between 0.39 and 0.43 (average 0.41) [20]. Table 3 shows the calculated mean, minimum and
maximum values for annual wind power generation in Europe and the North and Baltic Seas for 2010
and 2030 (study described in Section 3.1.2) [22].
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Table 3. Annual wind power generation expressed in percentage of installed capacity for wind speeds
recorded in 2010 and 2011 (in brackets) [22].

(%)
Europe North and Baltic Sea

2010 2030 2010 2030

Min 1.6 (2.4) 2.5 (3.0) 0.4 (0.6) 1.5 (1.8)
Mean 16.6 (18.1) 18.6 (20.1) 17.6 (21.8) 28.6 (33.5)
Max 56.2 (59.7) 60.1 (62.2) 77.2 (81.1) 86.8 (92.1)

The highest wind speeds in both years were observed offshore north-west Scotland, while
the greatest variation occurs in the North Sea along the Norwegian coast, Ireland and Wales.
These variations can also be observed in the area between Germany and Denmark. Furthermore, the
coastal and onshore areas of Germany, Denmark and the UK are also subject to large annual variations.
The regions most subject to annual variations include the main European sites for future offshore wind
farm constructions.

Table 3 shows that European wind power production in 2030 is as low as between and 3.0%
during some periods. These figures seem very low considering the distribution of the sites. However, a
comparison with German TSO (Transmission System Operator) production data from 2010 revealed
that the minimum production in Germany for that year was as low as 122 MW of an installed capacity
of 25 GW, i.e., 0.5%.

Table 3 also indicates that maximum future production in Europe will represent about 60% of
installed capacity. Wind power production is below 10% of installed capacity for approximately 1000 h,
and above 50% for only about 600 h of a year.

Source [18] finds that the aggregated minimum European wind power production in 2014 was 4%
of installed capacity, e.g., close to the 2.5%–3% found in [22]. Per country the minimum values are all
less than 1%. The paper also found that the lowest value in the winter period (December–February)
was 9%, and that the production is higher than 21% of installed capacity 91% of the time.

Current wind farm distribution in the UK exhibits a mean value of 32.7% [29] (study described
in Section 3.1.3). The annual capacity factor for future wind farm distribution is consistently larger,
with a mean value of 39.7%. Annual variations in capacity factor are large (between 33.2% and 45%
based on the 34-year time series). During the 20th century, significant inter-annual and inter-decadal
variations in wind-speed were recorded [42,43], and such variations would have had a major impact
on wind-power resources [44,45]. Future trends also have to be taken into consideration [46].

Sources [22,29] reveal very different yearly capacity factors. There are two probable reasons
for this:

‚ Source [29] considers only the UK which as a country has among the best wind resources in
Europe, while source [22] analyses Europe as a whole.

‚ Source [29] assumes a greater contribution from offshore wind (75%) to the production portfolio
than source [22] (25%).

Table 4 shows the hourly variation in wind power production for the Nordic region [47]. The table
shows mean, median, standard deviation, range and minimum and maximum production values as a
percentage of installed capacity both for a single site and for the aggregated Nordic region.

Table 4. Hourly variation in wind power production for a single site and the Nordic region for the
years 2000–2002 [47]. St. dev.: standard deviation.

(%) Single Site Nordic Region

Mean 25.9 25.1
Median 14.9 22.4
St. dev. 28.2 14.5

Min 0.0 1.2
Max 105.0 86.5
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3.2.2. Solar

Full-load hours in Scandinavian countries for sites using optimally-inclined PV modules range
from 650 h/year to about 800 h/year, while full-load hours of up to 1500 h/year can be achieved in
southern Europe, and in particular in western Mediterranean regions such as Portugal, Spain, Sicily,
Corsica and Crete (see Figure 3).

For a combined 100 PV module system, generated power is in the range 0% to 65% of overall
installed power [31]. Thus, the maximum power production of combined PV systems is significantly
less than that for the installed power of the entire ensemble. A study of the variability of wind,
solar and tidal production in the Bristol Channel area in the UK revealed a yearly solar power CF of
14.5% [8].

3.2.3. Wind/Solar

In a European study based on 100% wind and solar production, a calculation was made of
the hourly ‘mismatch’ (generated wind and solar minus load for each hour) for the wind and solar
contributions [34] (study described in Section 3.1.7). Table 5 shows the hourly 90%, 99% and 99.9%
quintiles for different wind contributions (column a). The solar PV contribution is thus equal to
1 minus the number in column a. The quintiles are normalised to average hourly load. The results are
compared with another study and discussed in the Section ‘Step Changes’.

1 

 

 

Figure 3. Annual full load hours of optimally inclined PV modules (see [48]), based on data from
source [49] and a performance ratio of 0.75. Reproduced with permission from A. Held.

Table 5. Hourly balancing quintiles for different combinations of wind and solar PV in a 100%
wind/solar-based European power system [34].

Balancing Quintiles

a q = 0.9 q = 0.99 q = 0.999

0.6 0.554 0.807 0.973
0.7 0.501 0.759 0.931
0.8 0.465 0.718 0.899
0.9 0.479 0.708 0.877

A Swedish study [35] investigated mean, maximum and standard deviation values for a case
involving a combined total of 10 TWh/year from wind and solar generation within the overall national
power system (see Table 6, the study is described in Section 3.1.8). The highest variability in terms
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of deviation between the maximum and mean output and standard deviation is as expected for
a system purely based on solar resources subject to diurnal and seasonal variations. The lowest
variation (std. dev. 0.75 GW) occurs for a mix involving a higher wind (7 TWh/year) and lower
solar (3 TWh/year) contribution. This is due to the negative correlation between wind and solar
contributions, and will be further discussed in the section ‘Cross Correlation’.

Table 6. Mean and maximum values, standard deviation and hourly ramps for a combined case
involving a combined total of 10 TWh/year from solar and wind production in Sweden [35]. (Std. dev.:
standard deviation).

Annual Production (TWh) Combined Output P (GW) Hourly Change|∆P| (GW)

Solar Wind Mean Max Std. dev Mean Max Std. dev.

10 0 1.14 7.97 1.72 0.31 3.23 0.42
9 1 1.14 7.18 1.54 0.28 2.90 0.37
8 2 1.14 6.46 1.35 0.25 2.57 0.33
7 3 1.14 5.81 1.18 0.22 2.25 0.29
6 4 1.14 5.23 1.03 0.19 1.92 0.25
5 5 1.14 4.75 0.89 0.17 1.59 0.20
4 6 1.14 4.45 0.80 0.14 1.30 0.16
3 7 1.14 4.26 0.75 0.11 1.00 0.12
2 8 1.14 4.08 0.76 0.09 0.71 0.08
1 9 1.14 3.89 0.82 0.06 0.71 0.06
0 10 1.14 3.91 0.93 0.05 0.79 0.05

3.3. Distribution Short-Term

Distribution over shorter time periods can be measured in the same way as for Distribution
Long-Term, i.e., using parameters such as mean value per period (less than an hour), standard
deviation, 25th and 75th percentiles etc.

3.3.1. Wind

The fast variations (seconds to minutes) of aggregated wind power output are quite small due
to the aggregation of wind turbines and wind farms and hardly impact the system [50]. Source [10]
recommends that in situations involving increasing contributions of wind generation to the grid, it
will be important to analyse variations at sub-hourly scale.

We found only very few articles that addressed large-scale analyses of intra-hourly wind
variations. There are examples of simulations carried out at a few sites in sources [51,52]. Source [53]
describes an analysis of the Irish power system over a one year period at resolutions of 5, 15, 30 and
60 min. These analyses were carried out in preparation for a future power system in which installed
wind capacity (5200 MW) will meet 40% of annual electricity demand. One of the conclusions here is
that intra-hourly (higher resolution) simulations are more beneficial than hourly data in cases where
the focus is on system flexibility in terms of ramping. The Irish study confirms that there are few wind
integration studies involving sub-hourly resolution, and this is highlighted in source [54].

For offshore wind farms, production from individual wind turbines exhibits high levels of
correlation. At resolutions of minutes, the aggregated variations can be significant. This issue has also
been studied in connection with offshore production at the Horns Rev wind farm in Denmark [51].
We failed to find any large-scale offshore wind studies with sub-hourly resolution.

3.3.2. Solar

The high-frequency variability in PV output is far more rapid than for wind turbines. For example,
solar irradiance variability at a given point can produce ramps as high as 80% over intervals of one
minute under broken cloud conditions [55]. We present more information relevant to Distribution
Short-Term for solar resources in the Section ‘Spatial correlation’.
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3.3.3. Wind/Solar

We found only very few studies that addressed Distribution Short-Term, as defined, for both
wind and solar power generation. The recent publication [18] includes some results related to ramps
for wind power production and solar power production in EU at 15 min time steps. The results are
presented separately for wind and for solar power production.

The literature dealing with the time step length issue is also very limited [56]. The aim of this
study was to determine the relevance of the ‘standard’ one hour time step. In this connection, an
intra-hourly resolution analysis was carried out for a system incorporating both wind and solar
production. However, because of the many factors affecting the type of autonomous system considered
in this study, it was not possible to come up with a general recommendation in terms of what time
step to select prior to running a simulation.

3.4. Step Changes (Ramping)

Step Changes are changes in resource availability measured across short time steps, and represent
the speed at which energy is transferred (ramped up or down) to the power generation plants. Figure 4
shows examples of step changes in simulated power production scenarios in Scotland and northern
Sweden (study described in Section 3.1.1). In this example, production in Scotland decreases by about
40% (from 66% to 25%) over a 12-h period, while in Sweden it decreases from 38% to 10% in 18 h,
followed by an immediate increases to 49% in 13 h.

3.4.1. Wind

The distribution of step changes both for single wind farms or interconnected generation in a
given area has been relatively well studied [17]. Source [57] studied the variability of net load in
situations involving large-scale distributed wind power in Denmark, Finland, Germany, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Portugal and Spain. Most data were acquired at actual wind power production sites,
which in most cases were very well dispersed. The data from these countries exhibited temporal
resolutions of between 10 min and one hour. The study focused on wind ramps as a percentage of
the average load in the country in question. According to the study, at wind penetration levels of 20%
there is a clear increase in the largest magnitude ramps. Results indicate that the steepest upward
ramps could be expected during the mornings (all year round) and during winter evenings.
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Figure 4. Step changes in wind power production in Scotland and in northern Sweden (study described
in Section 3.1.1).

Table 7 shows maximum hourly upward and downward ramping values for European wind
power generation (onshore and offshore), and for offshore generation in the North and the Baltic Seas.
The values are expressed as a percentage of installed capacity [22] (study described in Section 3.1.2).
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The results are similar to the results found in [18]. This study concludes that the maximum 1 h wind
ramps in the present EU system is 6% of installed capacity.

Table 7. Maximum downward and upward hourly ramping for wind power generation as a percentage
of installed capacity [22].

(%)
Europe North and Baltic Sea

2010 2030 2010 2030

Max down ´7.2 ´6.6 ´0.1 ´9.2
Max up 5.2 6.0 0.1 10.7

Table 7 shows that the ramps linked to offshore production in the North and Baltic Seas are steeper
than those linked to the combined European onshore and offshore case. The reason for this variability
is the clustering of future offshore wind farms and a lower smoothing effect.

A case study carried out in Great Britain based on 33 years of reanalysis data examined the
frequencies of a variety of extreme wind power generation events, as well as their seasonal and
inter-annual variability [30] (study described in Section 3.1.4). The time series suggest that ramps of
over 60% within a 6-h period are possible. The results also display high levels of inter-annual and
seasonal variability. Although large ramps are less common in summer than in winter, the size of the
most extreme ramps is only slightly larger in winter.

The number of ramps in UK power output is expected to increase about five-fold between ‘current’
and ‘future’ scenarios [29] (study described in Section 3.1.3). However, there is very little difference in
the number of ramping events in terms of a change in UK-aggregated capacity factor. There seems to
be potential for an increase in the number of ramping events associated with high speed cut-out events
in the ‘future’ scenario. In the ‘current’ scenario, cut-out events do occur, but rarely contribute to the
steepest ramping events at national level. As the contribution from offshore wind increases, cut-out
events become more prominent and constitute a significant component of national ramps, although
the magnitude of these ramps remains within the range observed for current wind farm distribution.

The most significant variations are caused by the passage of storm fronts, when wind turbines
reach their storm limit (cut-out wind speed) and shut down rapidly from full to zero power generation.
However, over larger geographical areas it will take hours for wind power capacity to cease entirely
during a storm due to the smoothing effect. For example, in western Denmark on 8 January 2005,
during one of the biggest storms for decades, it took six hours for the installed wind power to drop
from 2000 to 200 MW (5 MW/min) [50]. This corresponds to a 15% reduction per hour.

3.4.2. Solar

Recent research published in 2014 applied partly empirical methods to determine the maximum
power fluctuation associated with an arbitrary set of PV plants [17]. Sources [58,59] provide
relationships between percentiles and step changes in power, time resolution, solar plant areas and the
number of plants.

A study of 100 actual PV sites in Germany demonstrated that 5-min ramps in normalised PV
power generation (measured PV power divided by the installed capacity of the PV) at any given
site may exceed ˘50%, but that aggregated ramp data from the same 100 sites never exceeded ˘5%
(study described in Section 3.1.5) [31].

In Europe, the frequency of steep ramps caused by PV fluctuations clearly increases from north to
south [32]. For most European countries, the steepest hourly solar PV ramps represent up to between
18% and 25% of capacity. In the Nordic countries, the range is between 12% and 14%. PV has a far
stronger influence on hourly ramp rates than is the case for wind power if the diurnal pattern of the
sun is included in the calculations. In summer, steep ramps will occur on a daily basis due to the effect
of the sunset and simultaneous load increases.
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3.4.3. Wind/Solar

In a study of 27 European countries [32], an analysis was carried out of net load production
ramps of one hour for 30% and 50% wind and solar resource contributions (α) (study described in
Section 3.1.6). Different contributions (0%, 20%, 40% and 60%) from solar resources (β) were also
studied. β is share of α, e.g., if α is 0.3 and β is 0.2, the total share of wind and solar power production
in the system is 0.3. The share of solar power production is 0.2 of 0.3, i.e., 0.06 of the total power
production. The frequency distribution profiles of net load ramps maintained the same shape as for
a 100% wind mix case up to a threshold PV contribution of 20%. In some countries the threshold
was as high as 30%. Increasing PV capacity above these thresholds resulted in large increases in the
frequency of steep ramps. These results are valid independent of the variation in resource potential
in the different countries. Table 8 shows a net load ramp of one hour as a mean for all 27 countries
involved in the study and their respective statistical dispersions for different values of α and β. As the
table shows, normalised ramp sizes increase with increasing contributions of wind and solar, and also
increase with the relative increase in contribution made by PV in the wind/PV mix. The excess energy
was not cut off, demonstrating that residual load can rise from a negative value to the maximum value,
resulting in a normalised ramp of more than one.

In another study of a future European power system based entirely on wind and solar power
production [34], an analysis was made of the hourly balancing quintiles (study described in
Section 3.1.7). The study concluded that among the alternative PV contributions (10%, 20%, 30%
and 40%), the combination 90% wind/10% solar resulted in the lowest balancing requirements. Table 5
shows that the balancing requirements increase with increased PV contribution.

Both of the above-mentioned studies conclude that the frequency of hourly ramps will increase
with increased solar resource contribution. The first examines hourly net-ramps and concludes that for
a 50% wind/50% solar mix, variability increases especially in scenarios where the solar contribution is
greater than 20%–30% of the total RES contribution, i.e., more than 10%–15% of total production [32].
This compares with the results from the second study in which a 10% solar contribution results in the
lowest requirement for balancing power.

Table 8. 1-h net load ramps [share of peak load] mean of 27 countries and their statistical dispersion [32].

α β Mean Min Max Std. Dev

99th Percentile
0.3 0.2 0.1 0.07 0.16 0.02

0.4 0.12 0.09 0.15 0.02
0.6 0.15 0.12 0.19 0.02

0.5 0.2 0.13 0.09 0.19 0.03
0.4 0.18 0.13 0.22 0.02
0.6 0.26 0.2 0.3 0.03

1st Percentile
0.3 0.2 ´0.08 ´0.13 ´0.05 0.02

0.4 ´0.1 ´0.14 ´0.07 0.02
0.6 ´0.13 ´0.19 ´0.08 0.02

0.5 0.2 ´0.11 ´0.2 ´0.08 0.03
0.4 ´0.16 ´0.23 ´0.1 0.03
0.6 ´0.23 ´0.32 ´0.15 0.04

A study of hourly ramps for a combined wind and solar production scenario in Sweden confirmed
that ramps are steeper the larger the solar contribution (see Table 6) [35].

In the present EU power production system, there are currently no significant increase in gradients
of the residual load. This is explained by the counter-correlation of solar gradients and load and the
low absolute gradients of wind power compared to the load gradients [18].
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3.5. Autocorrelation (Persistence)

The autocorrelation characteristic is derived from a calculation of the correlation between a single
variable (time series vector) and a time-shifted version of itself [8]. A value of 1 means that two time
series are completely correlated, i.e., they vary equally. A value of 0 indicates no correlation. A value
of ´1 means that two time series varies with opposite signs. Autocorrelation is illustrated for wind
speed and solar irradiance in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Example of autocorrelation for wind speed (left) and solar irradiance (right) [8]. Reproduced
with permission from P. Coker.

Extended periods of very low and very high production are of particular interest in connection
with power systems due to the need for back-up sources (in the case of low production), and possible
production curtailment (in the case of high production). Furthermore, if production from renewable
resources persists above a certain level it can be used to supply base load. Figure 6 illustrates cases
of persistent low wind production (less than 5%) from Scotland and northern Sweden. The longest
period of production below 5% of installed capacity in these countries is 282 and 205 h, respectively,
for this dataset covering 64 years.Energies 2016, 9, 449 16 of 30 
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in Section 3.1.1).

3.5.1. Wind

The persistence of periods with very low and very high wind availability has been analysed
based on data from the UK acquired over a 33-year period [30] (study described in Section 3.1.4).
Table 9 shows when capacity factors have passed pre-defined thresholds for a period greater than
24 h. For both event types, the thresholds selected are shown together with the corresponding mean,
minimum and maximum frequency data.
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Table 9. Frequency of persistently low and high availability events derived from a MERRA
reanalysis [30].

Event Type Thresholds Mean Year Min Year Max Year

Persistent low CF ď 6.3% 10 2 18
Persistent high CF ě 69.9% 12 4 27

A simulation of future European wind power production found that production can be less than
5% for periods of as long as 48 h [22] (study described in Section 3.1.2).

Persistent occurrences of high and low levels of wind power generation for current and future
wind power production scenarios have been studied for the UK [29] (study described in Section 3.1.3).
An analysis is presented of the mean frequency with which the UK-aggregated capacity factor remains
below a given threshold (5%, 10% and 20%). There is a large inter-annual variability in the frequency
of persistent events. For example, for the current wind farm distribution scenario the UK-aggregated
capacity factor remains below 20% for at least 10 h between 65 and 82 times a year, depending on the
year. The future wind farm scenario displays fewer persistent low level generation events. For example,
in the current scenario there are 16 occasions per year on average in which the UK-aggregated capacity
factor falls below 5% for at least 12 h, compared to only nine in the future scenario. On the other hand,
there are a greater number of persistent high level generation events in the future distribution scenario
than there are in the current model.

A few articles are available describing how wind power production can supply base load.
In source [60], a method is proposed for analysing the potential contribution of wind power production
to stable (base load) supply within a given region. The method uses so-called principal component
analysis (PCA) to investigate the spatiotemporal balancing of wind energy resources, and then
determines the wind farm locations that optimally reduce wind power fluctuations. The method was
tested by analysing a 3-year data set exhibiting hourly resolution from the southern Iberian Peninsula
including offshore areas. The results revealed valuable spatial balancing patterns between two specific
areas within the region. Furthermore, if balancing patterns are taken into consideration, the optimal
allocation and interconnection of wind farms across a given region can substantially reduce wind
power fluctuations. Firm capacity factors of 15% and 6% were obtained for winter and summer,
respectively. Firm capacity is defined as the fraction of installed wind capacity that is available with
the same probability as that of a thermal plant. However, the ability of wind power to provide reliable
capacity in central and northern Europe has been shown to be limited [61–63]. By optimal allocation of
wind power plants, probably sixteen % of yearly average wind production in Corsica could be used to
supply base load [64].

3.5.2. Solar

A German study involving a system made up of 100 PVs found that during the summer, for a
stipulated period of ˘90 min each side of mid-day, monitored data indicated that the power generated
by the PV modules from a distributed ensemble may be able to supply a given percentage of installed
power during this time window [31] (study described in Section 3.1.5). The figures were approximately
10% and 20% for June and July, respectively.

3.6. Spatial Correlation

The wider the geographical distribution of wind turbines or solar-based power production units,
the greater the reductions in the impact of power generation variability. This is because changes in local
weather patterns do not affect all turbines/solar units at the same time [41]. If these changing weather
patterns move over a larger area of country, the maximum rates of increase and decrease in production
are much smaller for an aggregated power output from geographically dispersed wind farms or solar
based production units than from a single, large farm. To some extent, variations will be smoothed out
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even if the distribution of wind turbines or solar panels is limited to a smaller geographical area. In the
case of wind farms, a given gust of wind will not hit individual turbines at the same time. There will
be small time delays. Thus, the overall effects of turbulent wind conditions (wind speed variations
occurring over minutes and seconds) will be smoothed out as the number of turbines installed in a
given wind farm increases [65]. The effect of aggregation within a single wind or solar farm is visible
mainly when observed over shorter time scales, and many articles dealing with both wind and solar
power production describe this phenomenon [17]. Figure 7 shows spatial correlation data for wind
power production in terms of installed capacity from both northern and southern Sweden.
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3.6.1. Wind

For a large area containing geographically dispersed wind farms, variations over seconds and
minutes will not be significant. Such areas as a whole will also be subject to substantially fewer calm
periods, because the wind will almost always be blowing somewhere in the area in which the system is
installed. Furthermore, maximum production levels will not reach nominal installed capacity because
the wind will not have the same strength at all sites simultaneously. Production from any given turbine
is zero for 10%–20% of the time, and at nominal (full) capacity for 1%–5% of the time. In contrast,
production from many aggregated wind farms is rarely below 5%, or above 75%, of nominal capacity.
Maximum production from large-scale, geographically dispersed, wind power systems will be between
three and four times greater than average production [66,67]. At shorter time scales, the correlation is
less well displayed, and variations are thus smoothed out more rapidly [68].

The smoothing effect of a specified area has an upper limit [41]. Saturation will occur within the
variation—in other words, an increasing number of turbines will not reduce the relative variations in
total wind power production in the area in question. The smoothing effect will only increase if the
area expands. However, there is also a limit to how much the variation can be smoothed out by area
expansion. The precise smoothing effect of geographical distribution depends greatly on local weather
effects and the total size of the area.

The largest hourly variations are about ˘30% of installed capacity for areas measuring approx.
200 km ˆ 200 km (e.g., in eastern or western Denmark), about ˘20% for areas of approximately
400 km ˆ 400 km (e.g., in Denmark, Finland and Germany) and about ˘10% across larger regions
covering several countries such as in the case of the Nordic countries [47]. These are extreme values.
Most of the time the variations will be within ˘5% of installed capacity.

Only limited research has been conducted (in 2006) to assess the historical variability of wind
energy density across different spatial scales, or the degree to which one can derive robust projections
of future wind energy density [69]. The article is a study of the inter-annual variability of wind indices
across Europe. It uses two sets of historical data to analyse the variability and spatial coherence of
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annual wind indices. The wind speeds are recorded four times a day—at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC.
The two data sets are:

‚ An NCEP/NCAR reanalysis containing wind components at 10 m at a 1.875˝ ˆ 1.875˝ grid from
1953 to 2001.

‚ ECMWF ERA-40 reanalysis data containing wind components at 10 m on a 2.5˝ ˆ 2.5˝ grid from
1958 to 2001.

The study found a high degree of inter-annual wind variability in northern European countries,
and a high degree of covariance between the wind indices in these countries. Reanalysis data
sets suggest that the axis about which the correlations of latitudinal integrated wind indices across
Europe change signs is located at approximately 45˝N, and that there is evidence of the existence of
compensating trends in wind energy indices north and south of this latitude. In Europe, the 45th
parallel extends between the Caspian Sea coast of the Russian Caucasus in the east, to the French Bay
of Biscay coast in the west.

Source [70] describes a method designed to suppress the variation in the output of aggregated
wind power by means of the geographic allocation of power generation sites. The method is applied in
the Nordic countries and Germany using meteorological wind speed data as input. The results show
that the coefficient of variation (standard deviation/mean) was 0.54 for the optimised aggregation
of sites, compared to 0.91 for current wind power installations (2013). Because of the similarities
in weather patterns across northern Europe, even greater benefits can be achieved by integrating
countries both north and south of the Alps.

Source [71] addresses the cross-correlation between wind power resources, and how production
sites should be located if the objective is to limit the total portfolio output variability. The study covers
five European countries and is based on hourly wind power production data acquired over a two-year
period (2006–2007) and obtained from the Transmission System Operators’ website and wind power
installed capacity data from EWEA. Table 10 shows mean and standard deviation data for Spain,
Germany, Austria, Denmark and France.

The table shows that there is a negative correlation between both Spain and Germany, and Spain
and Denmark. These results are in accordance with the findings of the study described in source [69].
The study concludes that major benefits could be achieved from a more internationally coordinated
renewable deployment policy providing incentives for the location of new wind farms that maximise
the efficiency of overall European wind portfolios.

According to [18] there is a considerable smoothing effect of geographical spreading of wind
power production in the present EU system. While individual considered countries usually reach peak
production of wind power of almost the installed capacity, the maximum power production for EU is
reduced to 61% of the installed capacity.

Table 10. Wind power mean and standard deviation data, and correlation coefficients for five European
countries [71].

Spain Germany Austria Denmark France

Mean 0.229 0.195 0.229 0.242 0.214
Standard dev. 0.138 0.172 0.213 0.218 0.137

Cross correlation
Spain 1.00 ´0.033 0.011 ´0.061 0.062

Germany 1.00 0.045 0.362 0.147
Austria 1.000 0.005 0.010

Denmark 1.000 0.046
France 1.000

For analytical purposes, both meteorological wind models and scaled-up real power wind data
run the risk of overestimating variability if too few sites are used. Modelled wind power data may
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introduce too much variability if meteorological models overestimate the correlation between grid
points [57], or if wind variability between grid points is not handled properly [17].

Production from individual turbines is highly correlated in offshore wind farms, and
the smoothing effect from several turbines will often be less than for onshore production.
However, minute-to-minute variations are less important [47,52]. A possible future power system
incorporating large offshore wind farms may, on the one hand, contribute towards reducing the
smoothing effect due to wind farm clustering and, on the other hand, increase smoothing as a result of
the inclusion of a larger geographical region.

3.6.2. Solar

In general, the spatial variability of the solar resource is significantly less than that for wind
energy [17]. Nevertheless, the effects of clouds can result in substantial spatial variability in solar
production. The main issue in current (2014) solar variability research centres on to which degree
smoothing of intra-hourly fluctuations can be achieved using different degrees of geographical
production unit dispersion. Current research efforts focus in particular on determining issues such
as the relationships between cloud speeds, correlations between sites, time resolution and overall
variability. The time scales studied range from seconds to several minutes. The relevant time scale
depends on the correlation between sites, which in turn depends on the distance between them.
For example, sources [72–74], and other studies, indicate that close-to-zero correlations are achieved
for distances from a few up to tens of kilometres for resolutions of seconds or minutes.

The smoothing effect of solar power production in the current EU system is very limited [18].
In a German study [31], described in Section 3.1.5, power fluctuations (expressed as the relative

probabilities of time step to time step changes) were analysed for two cases: (i) an ensemble of 40 PVs
and (ii) an ensemble of 100 PVs. One of the conclusions reached was that power characteristics
are determined mainly by the large spatial distribution of the sites and not by the number of sites.
No significant differences were expected as a result of increasing the number of PV systems by a
number greater than 100.

The smoothing effect on the aggregated output of both distributed solar and wind power is
discussed in a Swedish study [35] (described in Section 3.1.8). The study identifies smoothing effects
for both wind and solar, but these effects are greater for the former. In the case of wind farms, the
correlation is strongest for adjacent wind farms, but decreases with increasing distance. For distances
greater than 500 km, the hourly correlation is between 0.2 and 0.4. For even greater distances the
value is about 0.1. This is in accordance with results from previous wind-related studies. In contrast
to wind turbines, the correlation between radiation stations is stronger and converges towards a
value just under 0.8 for the largest distances. This is because radiation follows similar diurnal and
seasonal patterns.

3.7. Cross-Correlation

Production from European wind resources tends to be higher in winter than in summer, while
the opposite is the case for solar [75]. Thus, at least in terms of the utilisation of seasonal variations,
consideration should be given to a combination of wind and solar power production. According to
source [75], only limited research has been carried out to date on the smoothing effects resulting from
such combinations. This study addresses the effects across a 350,000 km2 region in the southern half
of the Iberian Peninsula. Daily estimates for wind and solar resources in 2007 obtained from the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) mesoscale model are used in an analysis of the seasonal
smoothing effects of wind and solar combinations. The study identified considerable smoothing effects,
in particular in the autumn when wind and solar resources exhibited a correlation of up to –0.56.
The study also investigated the optimal location of wind and solar production sites based on their
variability and correlation for a minimisation of variability in total power production.
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The correlation between large-scale solar and wind power generation was investigated in a study
of a future scenario in Sweden [35] (study described in Section 3.1.8). Some of the main conclusions
were as follows:

‚ On a national scale, negative correlations exist between wind and solar power at all time scales,
from hourly (´0.2) to annual totals (´0.44). However, the strongest values are recorded for
monthly (´0.74) totals due to systematic opposite variation in seasonal availability.

‚ A combination of solar and wind generation assumes a minimum standard deviation at 30%
solar and 70% wind power (annual production) due to negative correlations. However, the
hour-by-hour variability is always higher when solar makes a greater contribution due to more
rapid fluctuations in solar irradiance.

‚ Spatial dispersion is less important for the correlation between solar and wind resources than for
smoothing within the same energy source.

The study concludes that the Swedish results should be generally applicable, at least for similar
climatic conditions. Wind and solar correlations have also been analysed in other countries such as
Canada [76], Italy [77] and China [78]. Negative correlations between solar and wind power have been
observed in these studies, especially on a seasonal basis [17].

Source [33] is a study of the optimal seasonal mix between wind and solar generation in a
100% wind and solar-based power production system for Europe (study described in Section 3.1.7).
The study concludes that the optimal mix is 55% wind and 45% solar—the reason being that wind
exhibits greater correlation on the demand profile than solar variations. Compared to other scenarios
such as ‘wind only’ or ‘solar only’, the optimal mix reduces the need for stored energy by a factor
of two.

The results of the aforementioned study [33] are compared with the 70% wind and 30% solar
result for the Swedish study [35]. One reason for the difference may be the more limited availability of
solar resources in the Nordic region.

3.8. Predictable Patterns

The variability of wind and solar resources exhibits predictable diurnal and seasonal patterns,
which are both most visible for solar radiance. Both seasonal and diurnal solar irradiation variability
depends on the motion of the sun across the sky and is thus predictable with high precision based on
standard mathematical formulae [33]. Wind resources may also exhibit diurnal patterns and follow a
daily pattern driven by the sun. There are many sites where the wind starts blowing in the morning
and later calms down in the evening.

In central and northern Europe, wind power production exhibits a distinct seasonal variation.
Production is greater in winter than in summer [47]. Production during summer accounts for 60%–80%
of the yearly average, while production during the winter is between 110% and 150% of the yearly
average (according to data for the period 2000–2002). Furthermore, as noted above, there is a tendency
in Europe for the wind to increase in the morning and decrease in the evening. In northern Europe,
this phenomenon is more pronounced in the summer.

Figure 8 shows yearly patterns of wind power production in terms of per cent of installed capacity
for Scotland (on the left in the diagram) and northern Sweden (on the right). The curves show average
production per hour for the 64 years over which data are available. The curves exhibit clear seasonal
profiles and confirm the results set out in source [47].

Source [32] describes a study of the temporal distribution of 1-h ramps for wind and PV power in
Ireland, Germany and Italy for the meteorological year 2011. Wind production tends to decrease at
around sunrise and sunset, after which it increases again. This pattern is most prominent in Germany
and other central European countries. In contrast, the Scandinavian and Mediterranean countries
rarely experience steep wind ramps. The frequency of steep ramps related to PV fluctuations clearly
increases in a north-south direction across Europe.
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Figure 8. Predictable yearly patterns of wind power production in terms of per cent of installed capacity
for Scotland (to the right) and northern Sweden (to the left) (study described in Section 3.1.1).

3.9. Overview of the wind and solar variability characteristics and the knowledge front for each characteristic

Table 11 provides an overview of the identified wind and solar variability characteristics and the
knowledge front for each of the characteristic in a future European long-term perspective.

Table 11. Overview of wind and solar variability characteristics and the European knowledge front for
each characteristic.

Characteristic Name Knowledge Front
Description/Definition

Distribution Long-Term Few large-scale studies include both onshore and offshore wind and solar power. We did to find any
published results about yearly variation in combined wind/solar production systems. For most onshore
wind power production sites, the annual capacity factor is 20%–40% while offshore wind reaches 45%–57%.
A large-scale wind power study covering all of Europe produced the following values (figures are in
percentage of installed capacity): mean = approx. 20%, min. value = approx. 3%, max. value = approx. 60%,
wind power below 10% approx. 1000 h/year, wind power above 50% approx. 600 h/year). Studies showed
significant differences between annual wind speed data sets covering Europe. The regions most affected by
annual variations include the main projected construction sites for future offshore wind farms [22]. Full load
hours for optimal inclined PV production in Europe are in the range 650 to 1500 h/year.

Distribution of discrete
energy outputs over

defined time periods (hours
to years) assessed over a
longer duration of time

Distribution Short-Term Few large-scale studies exist that address wind variability, either onshore or offshore, with resolutions in the
range 15 to 60 min. No result is found regarding the short-term distribution for large-scale wind and solar
power production in combination.Distribution of discrete

energy outputs over
defined time periods (less

than an hour) assessed over
a longer duration of time

Step Changes According to simulations [22], the maximum hourly fluctuations of large-scale wind power production in a
future Europe is about ˘6%–7% of installed capacities. The most significant variations are the result of
passing storm fronts, during which wind turbines reach their storm limit (cut-out wind speed) and shut
down rapidly from full to zero power. A relative increase in the contribution from offshore wind will increase
Step Changes due to the density of offshore wind production sites in the North Sea, and the presence of lower
smoothing effect offshore than onshore. Another study [32] found that a contribution from solar of more than
20%–30% as a percentage of renewable power production in a future scenario will have a considerable effect
on 1-h ramps. The study did not consider offshore wind power production. For European countries, the
highest hourly solar PV ramps are measured at up to 18%–25% of capacity.

Changes in energy outputs
over different time intervals

Autocorrelation We failed to find a study addressing persistent high and low production levels from a system based on both
solar and wind resources. Source [22] indicates that future wind power production in Europe could be less
than 5% for durations of up to 48 h. One study [29] investigated persistent high and low wind generation for
current and future wind power production in the UK, and revealed that there is large inter-annual variability
in the frequency of persistent events. One might expect fewer persistent low generation events, and more
persistent high generation events in scenarios where the contributions from offshore wind are high.
If production is persistent above a certain level, this level could be considered as the base-load supply.
There are only a few studies available dealing with base load supply from wind power production in Europe,
and no studies at all for combined wind and solar power production systems. According to [18] the
aggregated wind power production in the European power system in 2014 never was below 5% of installed
capacity and never was below 9% in the period December–February.

The existence of statistical
dependence among

successive values of the
same variable
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Table 11. Cont.

Characteristic Name Knowledge Front
Description/Definition

Spatial Correlation There is a high degree of covariance between wind indices in northern Europe [69]. The axis about which the
correlations of latitudinal integrated wind indices over Europe changes sign is approximately 45˝N
(between the Caspian Sea coast of the Russian Caucasus in the east and the Bay of Biscay in the west).
There is also evidence of compensating trends in wind energy indices north and south of this latitude.
One study found a reduction in wind power variability of 33% in the event of the optimal location of wind
power sites in northern Europe [70].

Correlation between
resource mixes of the
same type (e.g., wind-
wind or solar-solar)

Cross Correlation To date, research into the smoothing effects from the combination of wind and solar power production has
been only limited studied. Studies demonstrate a negative correlation between solar and wind production,
especially on monthly/seasonal scales. According to one study, power production variability can be
decreased significantly by the optimal location of wind and solar production sites based on the correlation
between these resources [75].

Correlation between
different types of RES,

e.g., wind, solar

Predictable Patterns According to a data set for the period 2000–2002 [47], there is a distinct seasonal variation in wind power
production in central and northern Europe. In winter, production is greater (110%–150% of yearly average)
than in summer (60%–80%). In Europe as a whole, there is a tendency for wind speeds to increase in the
morning and to calm down in the evening. In northern Europe, this phenomenon is more pronounced
in summer.

Predictable resource
availability patterns

dependent on
geographical location.

4. The Variability Characteristics and Their Relationship to the Power System

The variability characteristics have different impacts/relationships to the power system.
Distribution long and short term include in our definition among other minimum and maximum
values for production from aggregated wind and solar resources. The minimum value indicates the
base load production that can be expected from the wind and solar resources. Looking at the net load
(the difference between the load and the production from variable resources), the net load has to be
supplied in all time intervals. In the present power system dis-patchable generators will balance the
net load. Thus, the minimum net load value indicates the fraction of the generators capacity that must
be capable of shutting off or operating at significant part load [79].

The difference between maximum and the minimum net load value indicates the minimum
generator fleet power capacity that is required to meet the load demand of the system.
Reserve requirements will be in addition to this value. In a future power system, energy storage
and demand flexibility may balance parts of the difference between the maximum and the minimum
net load value. The distribution characteristic also includes the average of the wind and solar power
production. The average value gives indications for the present system how much of the total installed
dis-patchable generators that are typically used over a given time period. Dis-patchable generators
will in the present system over a time period balance the difference between the maximum net load
and the average net load. Thus, this difference gives indications about the revenue possibility for the
owners of conventional generators.

The step change characteristic gives in the present system information about how fast the
conventional production have to either increase or decrease production. If storage and demand
response shall balance the step changes, it gives information about expected response time and
capacity of those measures. Furthermore, the frequency of the step changes gives information about
how often the storage has to charge or dis-charge or how often demand has to respond to sudden
increases or decreases in output from wind and solar power production plants.

The auto-correlation characteristic provides knowledge about long lasting periods with
consecutive low or high net load. In the present system, the periods with low production can be
balanced by dis-patchable production. In a future system with limited dis-patchable capacity left in the
system, such periods may be particularly challenging. Storage technologies except for hydro-reservoirs,
hydrogen and compressed air will discharge in a few hours. Furthermore, demand response will likely
reduce after a few hours. Long lasting periods with surplus in the net load will result in reduced
income for the owners of dis-patchable power plants as the plants have to run on part-load or shut
down. Furthermore, parts of the renewable production may be curtailed, and that will lead to reduced
income for the owners of the renewable production.
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The characteristic predictable patterns of wind and solar resources impacts how new measures
for balancing the variability match with the needs for balancing. E.g., if hydropower in Scandinavia
is going to be used for balancing some of the future variability in the production in Germany, the
relationship between the Predictable patterns and the yearly pattern for reservoir filling and depleting
should be studied. E.g., in summer time the reservoirs are often filled up and it is not possible to
pump more waters to the reservoirs even if there is surplus in the production from PV plants in
Continental Europe.

The characteristics spatial correlation and cross-correlation can be utilised to smooth out
production and reduce variability by connection different regions with grids.

5. Discussion and Conclusions—The Research Gap

The aim of this paper is to establish a state-of-the-art overview of the knowledge about the
variability characteristics of renewable resources for the European region in a long term perspective.
The review is motivated by EUs long term targets for renewable power production and also for their
ambition to use demand flexibility and increased interconnectors to reduce variability challenges.
By review of available scientific literature, we aim to identify the knowledge front for variability of
future wind and solar power production along two dimensions:

‚ How location, mix and optimal shares of wind and solar power production can contribute to
smooth out the variability (correlation of resources).

‚ How the aggregated wind and solar power production will vary in different time perspectives
in order to be able to study how the variability can be cost-efficiently balanced by measures
(demand response, different type of storage, grids) with different properties.

We structured the review in seven variable characteristics: distribution long-term
(durations greater than one hour), distribution short-term (durations less than one hour), step changes,
autocorrelation, spatial correlation, cross correlation and predictable patterns. This categorisation could
have been organised in several ways, and there is no single correct answer to the problem. The approach
proposed here represents a means of systematically subdividing a multi-faceted variability concept.
Each of the characteristics is described in general terms, accompanied by a discussion of recent and
relevant research related to wind power (onshore and offshore), solar power, and combined wind/solar
power systems. The article focuses mainly on results from Europe, but a large number of the findings
have global relevance.

The first dimension is mainly related to the characteristics spatial correlation, cross correlation and
predictable patterns. We found results confirming that the output from an integrated European power
production based on solar and wind resources can be smoothed dependent on the mix and location
of wind and solar resources. e.g., there is compensating trends in wind energy North and South
of 45˝N, so by increasing grid capacities between North and South Europe, it is probably possible
to reduce variability. Source [71] showed that there is negative correlation between wind resources
in e.g., Germany and Spain. The results are in accordance with source [69] which concludes that
major benefits could be achieved from a more internationally renewable deployment policy providing
incentives for the location of new wind farms that maximises the efficiency of overall European wind
portfolios. These two studies focus only on wind power production focus. The source [33] showed that
for an example of a 100% wind and solar based power production in Europe, the optimal mix of wind
and solar in a seasonal perspective was 55% wind and 45% solar. However, the results in this paper
are based on one specific scenario of the future portfolio and the results cannot be assumed to have
general validity. All in all, we find that optimal mix and location wind and solar resources are limited
studied for Europe. There are indications about possibilities for considerable reductions in variability,
and we recommend that this is further investigated. It should in particular be related to EUs ambitions
for increases in cross-border connection to 15% of installed electricity production capacity.
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Turning to the second dimension, it can be assessed based on the four characteristics: distribution
long-term, distribution short-term, step changes and autocorrelation. We found very limited results for
these characteristics both on a national level and on an integrated European level for the future power
system. In general, issues related to the variability of power production from onshore wind or solar
resources are the subject of far more scientific papers than those related to offshore wind resources
or wind and solar in combination. Furthermore, studies addressing variability in relation to a single
or just a few wind or solar farms are much more common than those addressing large geographical
regions, such as Europe as a whole.

EU aim to use demand response to balance some of the variability from future wind and solar
power production. But since short term variations of combined wind and PV production are limited
studied, it is difficult with present available knowledge to assess how the power system will be
impacted if the demand side contribute with different volumes and durations of flexibility.

As mentioned in Section 1.2, for assessment of the value of the increased connection between the
hydropower dominated Scandinavian system and the Germany and other neighbouring countries it is
of particular interest to know how often and how long there are periods with very low production
from the wind and PV based production (auto-correlation and cross-correlation). There are some
results available for single countries or regions. Source [22] showed that the wind power production
can be less than 5% for up to 48 h at an integrated European level. The study does not include PV
production, and further studies are necessary.

In Table 12 we have indicated the impacts of the variability characteristics on the future power
system and questions for further research. The list of questions does not aim to be exhaustive. The four
first characteristics in the list will need to be balanced by demand response, storage, more grids or
dis-patchable production and we indicate in the Table which efforts are most relevant. The research
questions listed in Table 12 must be studied based on simulations of the future European power system
and with different location and sizes of wind and solar power production. The simulations must
include different scenarios for future load profiles. Furthermore, the simulations must include studies
of possible locations of increased interconnectors between European countries given EU’s ideas of
increasing cross-border connections to 15% on a case-by-case basis.

We recommend the establishment of a scheme that permits a more systematic assessment of
production variability. This will promote a greater understanding of the issues at hand, and will
permit a comparison of the different power production portfolios combined with different increases
of interconnectors. The characteristics as proposed in this paper could constitute a starting point for
such a scheme, although further work should be carried out to enable the inclusion of issues such as
measures and metrics for consistent comparison.

Even though the EU is aiming to develop a future power system with very high contributions
from wind and solar production, we have found only a few studies that have analysed the variability
characteristics of such a system:

‚ One study [32] addresses 1-h ramps in the future European power system for different
contributions of wind and solar production. The study is described in Section 3.1.6.

‚ One paper investigates the least-cost options for integration of intermittent renewables in
low-carbon power system [11]. The investigations is based on many assumptions related
to production mixes and renewable power production location, demand, demand flexibility,
transmission capacities, storage, costs for technologies, fuels, CO2 etc. Western Europe is
aggregated to 6 regions and one year of meteorological data is used in the simulations.

‚ Two studies, [33,34], based on the same datasets, address the optimal mix of wind versus solar
contributions as part of a European power system based entirely on renewable resources. The first
of these studies introduces a seasonal perspective, while the other addresses energy storage
capacity needs and annual balancing energy requirements and examines how hourly balancing
power varies with generation capacity surpluses. These studies are also described in Section 3.1.7.
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In general these studies are “snapshoots” of the future. In addition, several studies have been
carried out based on the same weather conditions and system model as is applied in source [33].
These include sources [36–40]. These studies analyse solutions to issues caused by variability in the
future European power system, but none of them include demand response. To our understanding all
these studies uses the same scenario for renewable production. Thus, it is likely that the results are not
valid for other development of location and mixes of wind and solar power production.

Table 12. The variability characteristics, their relations to the power future system and suggestions for
further research.

Variability
Characteristic

Consequences/Possibilities for the Power
System Suggestions for Further Research

Distribution
Long Term

Variation between a few hours of limited size
can probably be balances by demand
response, short term storage and more grids.
For long lasting or frequent periods with low
production from the wind and solar power
plants, more interconnector may reduce the
variability. Hydro power production in
Scandinavia may contribute to smooth out
long periods with very low or very
high production.

‚ What is the size and the duration of the variations that can be
expected in the time perspective an hour or more if new wind
and solar power production are optimally distributed
according to the characteristics Spatial correlation,
Cross-correlation and Predictable patters and the
interconnectors are optimally increased in order to reduce long
term variability?

‚ Where is it most appropriate to increase interconnectors to
smooth out variations over longer term?

‚ To which extent can Scandinavian hydropower contribute?

Distribution
Short Term

A large share of the variations within an hour
can probably be balance by demand response
(if the consumer is given appropriate
incentives) and by increased storage.
Furthermore, more interconnector can
contribute to smooth out short
term variations.

‚ What is the size of variations which can be expected within
an hour?

‚ Where is it most appropriate to increase interconnectors to
smooth out Short Term variations?

‚ Can all Short Term variations be balanced with demand
response, storage and increased interconnectors? If not, what
is the remaining share?

Step Changes

Dependent on the size of the Step Changes,
demand response, storage and more
interconnectors can reduce the impacts of
Step Changes

‚ What is the size of the largest Step changes that can be
expected for different time intervals?

‚ How frequently and at which time of the year do these Step
Changes occur?

‚ Where is it most appropriate to increase interconnectors to
reduce the largest Step Changes?

‚ Can all Step Changes be balanced with demand response,
storage and increased interconnectors? If not, what is the
remaining share?

Auto-Correlation

Periods over several days to weeks with low
production from wind and solar can probably
not be balanced with demand response.
Except for large-scale hydro reservoirs,
present available storage technologies will
not be able to balance long lasting low
production periods. Interconnectors may
reduce the effect of auto-correlation

‚ What is the expected size and duration of the low production
periods after increasing the most appropriate interconnectors?

‚ How frequently and when (summer/winter) do they occur?
‚ Where is it most appropriate to increase interconnectors in

order to reduce long lasting periods with low production?

Spatial
Correlation/Cross
correlation/
Predictable/
Patterns

Can be used to reduce variability and can be
particularly important for smoothing out long
and frequent periods with low production

‚ What is the optimal location and size of wind power
production and for solar power production to utilize Spatial
Correlation/Cross Correlation/Predictable Patterns to smooth
out variability?

‚ Where is it most appropriate to increase interconnectors to
utilise the Spatial Correlation/Cross Correlation/Predictable
Patterns effects?

As said in the introduction to this review: “Deriving an efficient mix of integration options requires
carefully analysis of power system considering the complex integration of variable renewables, other
generation technologies and integration options” [12]. The variability is complex in itself and has many
characteristics as shown in this study. Our final recommendation is to establish a basic understanding
about this variability before it is assessed how it most cost-efficient can be balanced. By combining too
many assumptions and simplifications into the same analyses, it is a possibility that opportunities are
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lost, e.g., hardly any study focuses on how to utilise the wind and solar resources themselves to smooth
out production in a European perspective. Furthermore, by understanding the variability it is possible
as proposed in the first section of this review to study how demand flexibility can balance variability
in different time perspectives, instead of just assuming a certain share. This recommendation is in
accordance with the recommendations in the IEA ECES26 report [16] described in Section 1.2.
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